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Abstract 
In this paper we give an O(n’) algorithm to determine fixed bonds and normal subhexagonal 
systems in a hexagonal system. By this algorithm we can decompose a hexagonal system into 
a number of regions consisting of fixed bonds and a number of normal subhexagonal systems. This 
decomposition can be used to simplify the procedure of finding Clar’s formula, counting the number 
of Kekult structures and constructing the Z-transformation graph of a hexagonal system with fixed 
bonds, especially for large hexagonal systems. We also give characterizations of hexagonal systems 
with fixed single and double bonds, respectively. 
Keywords. Fixed bond, normal hexagonal system, cut segment. 
1. Terminology and introduction 
A hexagonal system H, also called “hexanimal” or “honeycomb”, is a finite connected 
plane graph without cut vertices in which every interior region is bounded by 
a regular hexagon. Graphs of this kind are of chemical significance since a hexagonal 
system with at least one perfect matching is the skeleton of a benzenoid hydrocarbon 
molecule. Therefore, a hexagonal system is also called a benzenoid system. Recall that 
a perfect matching of a graph G is a set of disjoint edges covering all vertices of G. This 
concept coincides with that of a Kekule structure in organic chemistry. 
Throughout this paper we use H to denote a hexagonal system. Let M be a perfect 
matching of H. An M-alternating cycle is a cycle of H the edges of which appear 
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alternately in A4 and E(H)\M, where E(H) denotes the edge set of H. Let e be an edge 
of H. If e is contained in M, e is called an M-double bond. Otherwise, e is called an 
M-single bond. If e is contained in all perfect matchings of H, e is called afixed double 
bond. Similarly, if e is not contained in any perfect matchings of H, e is called a$xed 
single bond. Both fixed double bonds and fixed single bonds are called fixed bonds. It is 
not difficult to see that if H contains a fixed double bond, then H contains a fixed single 
bond. But the reverse is not true. A normal hexagonal system is a hexagonal system 
each edge of which is contained in a perfect matching. The term “normal” is from [S]. 
In the theory of so-called “neo” classification [S], essentially disconnected ben- 
zenoid system is one of the main type of benzenoid systems. This concept arose in 
several articles on benzenoid systems, see [14,7]. In [IS, Chapter 51, the authors gave 
a clear and general account. An essentially disconnected benzenoid system is one 
which contains fixed bonds. For such a system, if we delete all the fixed bonds, then the 
residual is composed of two or more normal benzenoid systems (effective units). 
Therefore, how to recognize it and how to delete all its fixed bonds and find the normal 
sub-systems becomes a basic problem in the study of essentially disconnected benzenoid 
systems. Recently, an algorithm [4] to recognize essentially disconnected benzenoid 
systems and an algorithm [9] to decompose them were proposed. The complexity of the 
algorithm in [9] is O(n3). In this paper we will give a new algorithm with complexity 
0(n2). We would like to point out that this algorithm can also be used to recognize 
essentially disconnected benzenoid systems. We need the following definitions. 
A cut segment of H is defined as follows. 
Definition 1.1. A straight-line segment C = PI P2 is called a cut segment ofH if: 
(a) C is orthogonal to one of the three edge directions; 
(b) each of PI and P2 is the center of an edge lying on the contour of H; 
(c) the graph obtained from H by deleting all the edges intersected by C has exactly 
two components. 
A first type g-cut segment of H is defined in a similar way. 
Definition 1.2. A broken line segment C = PI P2 P3 is called ajrst type g-cut segment 
ofH if: 
(a) P, is the center of a hexagon s of H and each of PI and P, is the center of an 
edge lying on the contour of H; 
(b) PI P2 is orthogonal to an edge e of s, and P2 P3 is orthogonal to another edge of 
s which is adjacent to e; 
(c) the graph obtained from H by deleting all the edges intersected by C has exactly 
two components. 
A cut or first type g-cut segment C of H is said to have property (*) if both 
components of the graph obtained from H by deleting all the edges intersected by 
C have perfect matchings. 
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Examples of the above concepts can be found in the corresponding contexts of [ll]. 
2. Preliminary theorems 
The following theorems are preliminaries for the algorithm. 
Theorem 2.1 [ll]. Let H have a perfect matching. Then H containsJixed single bonds if 
and only if H has a cut orjirst type g-cut segment C with property (*). Moreover, all the 
edges intersected by C arehxed single bonds of H. 
But, not for each single bond of H there is a cut or first type g-cut segment with 
property (*) intersecting the bond. We refer to [9] for examples. 
In order to simplify the discussion, we place H on a plane such that two edges of 
each hexagon are vertical. A vertex of H is called a peak (valley) if it is on the contour 
of H and above (below) the vertices adjacent to it. 
Theorem 2.2. Let H have a perfect matching and let C be a cut or first type g-cut 
segment of H. If one of the two components of the graph obtained from H by deleting all 
the edges intersected by C has the property that the number of its peaks equals the 
number of its valleys, then C has property (*). 
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose at least one of the components obtained in the 
above does not have a perfect matching. Then since H has a perfect matching, there is 
an M-double bond intersected by C. Color the vertices of H with two colors, say black 
and white. Since in each component the endvertices of the edges intersected by C have 
the same color, in one component the numbers of vertices with different colors are not 
equal. In other words, the number of peaks in each component is not equal to the 
number of valleys in the component, a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let H have a perfect matching and let s be a hexagon of H. If an edge e of 
s is a$xed double bond of H, then one of the two edges of s, which are neither adjacent 
nor parallel to e, is a fixed single bond of H. 
Proof. Let el and e2 be the two edges of s which are neither adjacent nor parallel to 
e and let e3 be the edge of s parallel to e. We want to prove that one of ei and e2 is 
a fixed single bond. 
If one of e, and e2 is a fixed double bond, say e,, then e2 is a fixed single bond. 
Otherwise, there is a perfect matching M of H containing e2. Therefore s is an 
M-alternating cycle of H, a contradiction. 
Now suppose both ei and e2 are not fixed bonds. Then there are perfect matchings 
MI and M2 of H such that e1 is an Ml-double bond and e2 is an M,-double bond. 
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Because e is both an MI-double and an M,-double bond, e, is not an M,-double 
bond and e2 is not an MI-double bond. Consider the symmetric difference M, A M,, 
which consists of a number of independent Ml M,-alternating cycles. We claim that 
e, and e2 are contained in one such cycle, say Q. Otherwise, suppose e2 is not 
contained in the cycle Q containing e,. Then both e, and e2 are (MZ A Q)-double 
bonds. Since e is an (M, A Q)-double bond, s is an (MZ A Q)-alternating cycle, 
a contradiction. Thus Q contains el and e2 but not e3. Since e3 has one vertex in 
common with el and the other one in common with e2, the two vertices of e3 are on 
the cycle Q and they divide Q into two parts. Since el is an MI-double bond and e2 is 
an M,-double bond, the part which does not contain el or e2 is a path with even 
length. Therefore this part and e3 form a cycle of H with odd length, which contradicts 
to the fact that H is bipartite. 
Thus, no matter what the edges e 1 and e2 are, one of them is a fixed single 
bond. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let H have a perfect matching and let s be a hexagon of H. Let e andf be 
two parallel edges of H such that e belongs to s andf has precisely one vertex in common 
with s (there are exactly two such f ‘s). If e is a fixed double bond but f is not, then: 
(i) the other edge, say g, parallel to e and with precisely one vertex in common with 
s belongs to H and is a jxed double bond; 
(ii) g is on the contour of H, or the hexagon, say s’, containing the edge g and one 
vertex of the edge, say h, of s parallel to e belongs to H and the edge other than h parallel 
to g and with precisely one vertex in common with s’ is a jxed double bond. 
If we draw a straight-cut segment intersecting the edge with one vertex in common with 
e and the other one in common with f in the above way we can find consecutive fixed 
double bonds parallel to e on the bank containing e, the last one of which is on the contour 
of H. See Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1 
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Proof. Let the edge with one vertex in common with f and the other one in common 
with h be a and let the edge with one vertex in common with g and the other one in 
common with h be b. By Lemma 2.3, one of a and b is a fixed single bond. Sincef is 
not a fixed double bond, b is a fixed single bond. Therefore g belongs to H and is 
a fixed double bond, i.e., (i) holds. 
If the hexagon s’ containing g and b does not belong to H, then g is on the contour 
of H, i.e., the first part of (ii) holds. Otherwise, let the edges a’ and b’ of s’ be in the same 
situations as a and b of s were. By Lemma 2.3, one of a’ and b’ is a fixed single bond. If 
a’ is a fixed single bond, then h is a fixed double bond and hence f is a fixed double 
bond, a contradiction. Thus b’ is a fixed single bond and hence the second part of (ii) 
holds. 
By continuing the above process, we eventually arrive at a fixed double bond lying 
on the contour of H. 0 
Let Ci and C2 be a pair of parallel straight-cut segments and let C’, and C; be 
another pair of parallel straight-cut segments not parallel to Ci and Cz. Then the 
region in between the four cut segments is called a parallelogram (region). 
Although not for each single bond there is a cut or first type g-cut segment with 
property (*) intersecting it, the following theorem tells us the structural property of 
a region consisting of fixed bonds. This property can be used not only for the 
following algorithm but also for penetrating the geometrical composition of a hexa- 
gonal system with fixed bonds. It may lead to a construction method for hexagonal 
systems with fixed bonds by using some fundamental blocks, as in [lo] for normal 
hexagonal systems and in [13] for hexagonal systems without fixed double bonds. 
Theorem 2.5. Let H have a perfect matching. Then for each fixed double bond e of H, 
there are some cut or3rst type g-cut segments with property (*) such that: 
(1) the region surrounded by these cut orjrst type g-cut segments is a parallelogram; 
(2) e is in the parallelogram and all the edges in the parallelogram urejixed bonds of 
H; 
(3) no cut or jirst type g-cut segment with property (*) passes through the purullelo- 
gram region. 
Proof. Let C be a straight-cut segment orthogonal to an edge adjacent to e. Find as 
many fixed double bonds as possible on the bank containing e. Suppose on one hand 
side of e the consecutive fixed double bonds on the bank are (e), fi, fi, , fi, and on 
the other hand side of e the consecutive fixed double bonds on the bank are (e), 
gl, g2, . . . , g1 and supposef, and g1 are the extremes. Let the edges on the bank parallel 
to e and next to f, and gt be fit 1 ( # fi_ 1) and g1 + i ( # gt _ i ), respectively. Then the two 
edges are not fixed double bonds. Consider the hexagon sf containing fi and precisely 
one vertex offr + 1. By Lemma 2.4, if we draw a straight-cut segment C1 intersecting the 
edge with one vertex in common with f, and the other one in common with fi+ 1, then 
there are consecutive fixed double bonds hI , h2, . . . , h, parallel to fi on the bank 
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containing f,, and h, is on the contour of H. Similarly, consider the hexagon 
sg containing gt and precisely one vertex of g1 + 1. If we draw a straight-cut segment 
Cz intersecting the edge with one vertex in common with g1 and the other one in 
common with gl+ i, again by Lemma 2.4, there are consecutive fixed double bonds b, , 
b 2, . . . , b, parallel to gt on the bank containing gt, and b, is on the contour of H. Note 
that Cz is parallel to C1 but not to C. Now, in each bank of C draw a straight line 
parallel to C, say C3 and Cd, respectively such that all the edges in the parallelogram 
region in between C1, Cz, C3 and C4 are contained in H and the region is as large as 
possible. It is easy to see that in the region the edges parallel to e are fixed double 
bonds of H and the other edges are fixed single bonds of H. 
We claim that there is no cut or first type g-cut segment Pi Pz or Pi P, P, of H with 
property (*) passing through the parallelogram with one part, say PI P2, parallel to C. 
Otherwise, we would prove that fiti or gl+i is a fixed double bond of H, which 
contradicts to the choice off,, i or gt+ 1. In fact, it is sufficient to note that all the edges 
intersected by PI P2 are fixed single bonds by Theorem 2.1. We leave the details to the 
reader. 
Fig. 2. 
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If there is no cut or first type g-cut segment with property (*) passing through the 
parallelogram, then we can find the required cut or first type g-cut segments from 
Ci , Cz, C3 and C, (see Fig. 2). Otherwise, though there may be some cut or first type 
g-cut segments with property (*) passing through the parallelogram, none of them has 
a part parallel to C and therefore we can similarly find the required cut or first type 
g-cut segments and a smaller parallelogram containing e. 0 
3. The algorithm 
As we have pointed out in the abstract, the algorithm can decompose H into 
a number of regions consisting of fixed bonds and a number of normal subhexagonal 
systems. 
Algorithm. Let H have a perfect matching. 
Step 1. From the center of each hexagon s of H, draw all the three cut segments and 
the six first type g-cut segments of H. 
Step 2. For each such a cut or first type g-cut segment, count the number of peaks 
and the number of valleys in one of the two components of the graph obtained from 
H by deleting all the edges intersected by that cut. 
Step 3. If the two numbers in Step 2 are equal for a cut or first type g-cut segment C, 
then color all the edges intersected by C with red. They are fixed single bonds of H. 
Otherwise, leave them black. 
Step 4. If there are no red edges, then H is normal. Otherwise, check all the regions 
consisting of black edges. If such a region has a monovalency vertex, then in the region 
all the edges parallel to the edge with the monovalency vertex are fixed double bonds 
of H and the others are fixed single bonds. If such a region has no monovalency vertex, 
then the region is a normal subhexagonal system of H. 
Theorem 3.1. Let H have a perfect matching. Then applying the algorithm to H, we 
decompose H into a number of independent edges with red color and a number of regions 
consisting of black edges. We assert that the conclusions in Steps 3 and 4 hold. 
Proof. By Theorems 2.2 and 2.1, the edges with red color are fixed single bonds and 
hence the conclusion in Step 3 holds. From Theorem 2.1 we can deduce that the first 
conclusion in Step 4 also holds. 
Furthermore, if a region consisting of black edges contains a monovalency vertex, 
then the edge with the monovalency vertex is a fixed double bond since the other 
edges incident to the monovalency vertex are colored with red and therefore they 
are fixed single bonds. By Theorem 2.5, we know that for this fixed double bond there 
are some cut or first type g-cut segments with property (*) satisfying the con- 
ditions (lH3). Thus the region is a parallelogram surrounded by these cut or first 
type g-cut segments, and in the region all the edges parallel to the fixed double 
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bond with rnonovalency vertex are fixed double bonds and the others are fixed single 
bonds. 
If a region R consisting of black edges does not contain a monovalency vertex, then 
R is a subhexagonal system of H. Since R has a perfect matching, by [6] it has a non- 
fixed bond. We claim that all the edges in R are nonfixed bonds. Otherwise, R contains 
a fixed single bond, say e. Clearly, e is also a fixed single bond of H. If H has a perfect 
matching M such that the two endvertices of e are saturated by two M-double bonds 
ei and e, which are not parallel to each other, then from the proof of [I 1, Theorem 41 
we know that H has a cut or first type g-cut segment C with property (*) intersecting e. 
Hence e is colored with red, a contradiction to the fact that all the edges in R are black. 
Otherwise, for any perfect matching M of H, the two vertices of e are saturated by two 
parallel M-double bonds e, and e 2. Then again from the proof of [l 1, Theorem 41 we 
know that ei and e2 are fixed double bonds of H. From Theorem 2.5 we can deduce 
that there exist some cut or first type g-cut segments with property (*) passing through 
R and thus R has edges colored with red, again a contradiction. Therefore R does not 
contain any fixed bonds, i.e., R is a normal subhexagonal system of H and hence the 
conclusions in Step 4 hold. 0 
The following theorem gives the complexity of the algorithm. 
Theorem 3.2. Let H have a perfect matching and let n denote the number of vertices of H. 
Then the complexity of the algorithm is O(n’). 
Proof. Let h denote the number of hexagons of H, m the number of edges of H. By 
simply counting, we know that the number of cut and first type g-cut segments taken 
in the algorithm is 3h + 6h = 9h = O(h). From [S] we obtain that h = b(n + ni - 2), 
where ni denotes the number of vertices not lying on the contour of H. Hence h = O(n) 
and therefore the number of cut and first type g-cut segments taken in the algorithm is 
O(n). On the other hand, for each cut or first type g-cut segment, we need to count the 
number of peaks and the number of valleys in one of the two components of the graph 
obtained from H by deleting all the edges intersected by this cut. Obviously, to finish 
this task takes at most n times. Hence the complexity of Steps l-3 is O(n’). The fourth 
step needs at most m times. Clearly, m = 0(n2). Therefore the total complexity of the 
algorithm is 0(n2). 0 
The algorithm can be used to simplify the procedure of finding Clar’s formula, 
counting the number of Kekule structures and constructing the Z-transformation 
graph for a hexagonal system with fixed bonds. Before proceeding, we recall some 
definitions of [S, 121. H can be regarded as the molecular graph of a benzenoid 
hydrocarbon. A perfect matching of H is called a Kekulb structure. Let K = {si, . . . , st } 
be a collection of disjoint hexagons of H. Then H - K will denote the graph obtained 
from H by deleting all the vertices of the hexagons in K together with the edges 
incident to them. We call K a cover of H, or K covers H, if either H - K has a perfect 
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matching or H - K is an empty graph. A cover with maximum cardinality is called 
a Clar’s formula of H, which occurs in chemistry within the so-called Clar Aromatic 
Sextet Theory [S]. The Z-transformation graph Z(H) of H is an undirected graph the 
vertices of which represent the perfect matchings of H and in which two perfect 
matchings Mi and M2 are joined by an edge provided that their symmetric difference 
MIAM2 is a hexagon of H [12]. 
Theorem 3.3. Let H have a perfect matching. Then: 
(a) the number of Kekule structures of H is equal to the product of the numbers of 
Kekule structures of all normal subhexagonal systems of H; 
(b) the Clar’s formula of H is equal to the union of the Clar’s formulas of all normal 
subhexagonal systems of H; 
(c) the Z-transformation graph of H is isomorphic to the Cartesian product of the 
Z-transformation graphs of all normal subhexagonal systems of H. 
Proof. The proof is obvious. 0 
Actually, Theorem 3.3 asks applications of the algorithm. Given is a hexagonal 
system with an arbitrary boundary. The structure of the hexagonal system may be 
very complicated. If we directly work on it, we may be quite at a loss. If we use the 
algorithm first to cut it into pieces and then to work on these pieces separately, it may 
save the time and moreover it shows us the distribution of the substantial materials in 
the hexagonal system. 
4. Hexagonal systems with fixed double bonds 
Theorem 2.1 gives a characterization of a hexagonal system with fixed single bonds. 
In this section we will give a characterization of a hexagonal system with fixed double 
bonds. We first introduce the following definition. 
Definition 4.1. A broken line segment C = Pi P,P, is called a second type g-cut 
segment of H if: 
(a) P2 is the center of a hexagon s of H, and each of PI and P3 is the center of an 
edge lying on the contour of H; 
(b) PI P, is orthogonal to an edge e of s, and P2 P3 is orthogonal to another edge of 
s which is neither adjacent nor parallel to e; 
(c) the graph obtained from H by deleting all the edges intersected by C has exactly 
two components. 
We denote by E(C) the set of edges intersected by a cut segment C. For a g-cut (first 
or second type) segment C = PI P2 P3, we denote by E,(C) the set of edges intersected 
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by P, P,, by E,(C) the set of edges intersected by P,P3 and by E(C) the union of 
El(C) and E2(C). Let C be any type cut segment of H, then H - E(C) has exactly two 
components, say Hi and H,. Denote by p(Hi) the number of peaks of H in Hi and by 
u(Hi) the number of valleys of H in Hi for i = 1,2. 
A cut or second type g-cut segment C of H is said to have property (**) if 
p(Hi) = U(Hi) for an i E (1,2}. 
Theorem 4.2. Let H have a perfect matching. Then a cut or second type g-cut segment 
C of H has property (**) if and only ifone of E,(C) and E,(C) consists offixed double 
bonds, and the other consists ofjxed single bonds. 
Proof. Color the vertices of H with black and white such that the peaks of H are 
colored with white. Let C = PIP, or P1P2P3 be the cut such that the part PIP, is, 
without loss of generality, horizontal and the upper (lower) component is H, (Hz). 
Denote by B(H, ) the set of black vertices of HI, which can be classified into three 
parts: the valleys of H in Hi, the black vertices incident to vertical edges of H 1 and the 
vertices adjacent to the vertices of Hz by vertical edges. Similarly, denote by W(H,) 
the set of white vertices of HI, which can be classified into two parts: the peaks of H in 
HI and the white vertices incident to vertical edges. 
Sufficiency: without loss of generality, let E I (C) consist of fixed double bonds. Then 
lB(Hr)l - I WH,)l = I + IEl( - P(HI) = IEl(C 
i.e., 
Necessity: without loss of generality, let p(H,) = v(H,). We are going to prove that 
El(C) consists of fixed double bonds and E,(C) consists of fixed single bonds. In fact, 
for any perfect matching A.4 of H, let rl = (E,(C) n M( and r2 = (E2(C) n Ml. Then 
since the graph obtained from HI by deleting all the vertices adjacent to the edges in 
E(C) n A4 has a perfect matching, we obtain that 
Since 
lWf~)l - rl = I WHI)I - rz. 
lNf~)l- I WH,)l = 4ff1) + IEI(C)I - P(H,) = IEI(C)I, 
we obtain that (E,(C)( = rl - r2. By the fact that 0 < rl i (E,(C)\ and 
0 5 r2 _< IE2(C)I, we can deduce that rl = /El(C)1 and r2 = 0, i.e., E,(C) c M and 
E2(C) n M = 8. Since M is an arbitrary perfect matching of H, the theorem 
holds. 0 
Theorem 4.3. Let H have a perfect matching. If H has a$xed double bond, then H has 
a cut segment C such that E(C) consists of$xed double bonds of H, or H has a second 
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type g-cut segment C = PI P2 P3 such that E,(C) consists of jixed double bonds of 
H while E2(C) consists offixed single bonds of H. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let ei be a vertical fixed double bond of H. Suppose 
e, is on the contour of H. Check the edges one by one, which are parallel to e, and in 
the same horizontal line as ei, and suppose e,, e2, . ., , e are the consecutive vertical 
fixed double bonds of H but the next one e,., 1 is not. If e,, 1 is not an edge of H, then 
we have already found a required straight-cut segment. Otherwise, let s be the 
hexagon of H containing e, and e, + i. Consider the two edges, say f and g, parallel to 
e, and each of which has precisely one vertex in common with s. By Lemma 2.3, it is 
not difficult to deduce that one of them, say f, is a fixed double bond. Then consider 
the hexagon containing f and precisely one vertex of e, + i . Note that e, + , is not a fixed 
double bond. By Lemma 2.3 and the same method used in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we 
can find a required second type g-cut segment. 
If e1 is not on the contour of H, again by the method used in the proof of 
Lemma 2.4, we can find a fixed double bond lying on the contour of H. Starting from 
this fixed double bond instead of e,, we can similarly find a required cut or second 
type g-cut segment. 0 
The following theorem is a characterization of hexagonal systems with fixed double 
bonds. 
Theorem 4.4. Let H have a perfect matching. Then H has ajixed double bond ifand only 
if H has a cut or second type g-cut segment with property (**). 
Proof. This can be obtained immediately from Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. q 
5. Concluding remarks 
Suppose H has a perfect matching. Applying the algorithm to H, we can decompose 
it into a number of regions consisting of fixed bonds and a number of normal 
subhexagonal systems. But the inverse problem how to build hexagonal systems with 
fixed bonds by several simple operators and fundamental blocks is still open. How- 
ever, combining Theorem 2.5 with the construction methods in [lo, 131 for normal 
hexagonal systems and hexagonal systems without fixed double bonds, we can get 
a much better understanding to the structures of hexagonal systems with fixed bonds. 
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